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https://youtu.be/wwShFsSFb-Y
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Business Model Canvas...
UNB_business_model_canvas.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQ1KzMO72RBBXac0ZTwRKwnViw0VKBOjL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s
https://www.unb.ca/fredericton/engineering/depts/tme/resources.html
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BINDER...BUSINESS PLAN ADDITIONS
TASK:  Create your own Business Model Canvas for YOUR business venture

UNB_business_model_canvas_working_paper.pdf

Business Model Canvas  Superpower Challenge 

IDEA Centre Business Model Canvas.pdf
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Application for YEC.pdf

DEADLINE... March 29th!!!
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https://youtu.be/wlKP-BaC0jA?list=PLBh9h0LWoawphbpUvC1DofjagNqG1Qdf3
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TASK #1:  Value Statement...
1‐3 sentences What is your business? What is special about it, powerful 
or unique?

A simple explanation that is focused and brief.  Why are you creating this 
business or service? What is your audience?  What is the problem that 
you are trying to solve or the solution that you are trying to come up 
with?

TASK #2:  Personal Mission Statement...
A longer (paragraph) to one page that tells the story of how and why you 
became passionate about this idea.  Helps the audience get to know you 
and care about your casual idea.

BUSINESS PLAN ADDITIONS
Business Plan Task  Value_Mission Statements.docx
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Assignment  What Bugs Me.docx
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UPCOMING ASSIGNMENT...
TASK #1:  Create a list of 3  4 possible entrepreneurs that you 
                  would like to interview.

TASK #2: Individually, start thinking about some good 
                 questions that you can ask your entrepreneur.

                
The goal is to figure out what the realities are of being an 
entrepreneur are now – and what it took for them to get 
where they are now.
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Assignment  Entrepreneurs in Your Own Backyard.docx
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• 1) What was the biggest challenge you faced? 

• 2) Can you describe your business and how it works?

• 3) What motivated you to become your own boss?

• 4) Is an entrepreneur what you thought you would be when you were younger? 

• 5) How long have you been an entrepreneur?

Other Possible Interview Questions...

• 6) Have you ever imagined running your own business or did it just kind of happen?

• 7) Do you feel that it is a profitable business?

• 8) If you could give advice to an entrepreneur what would it be?

• 9) What advice would you give someone looking to start their own business?

• 10) Is it easy to run your own business?

• 11) Is it better to be an employee or an employer?

• 12) Describe your typical day.

• 13) Have you ever experienced failure with your business?  How did you deal with it. 

• 14) How many employees do you have? What is it like to manage people. 

• 15) How do you deal with failure?
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INSTRUCTIONS:  Identify 2 entrepreneurs in your own community.  

  Interview those entrepreneurs using the 5W method…

1. Who are they? State their name and the name of their business.

2. What is their business or service? Describe their business.

3. When did they start their business? 

4. Where is their business located?

5. Why did they start their business?  What passion did they follow that led them to create this business?

Put your answers in proper sentence and paragraph format in a word document with a title. 

Be sure to include their logo and any relevant links to their business.

Save each of these to a Goole Doc…   DUE:  

[bookmark: _GoBack]
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Revenue Streams


Channels


Customer Relationships Customer SegmentsValue PropositionsKey ActivitiesKey Partners


Key Resources


Cost Structure


www.businessmodelgeneration.com


The Business Model Canvas
On:


Iteration:


Designed by:Designed for:
Day Month Year


No.


This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License. 
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 
or send a letter to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San Francisco, California, 94105, USA.
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Ideas and Opportunities

1





1





Ideas vs. Opportunities

There is a difference between ideas and opportunities…



	Idea – a thought or concept for a product or service.



	Opportunity – a need, want, problem or challenge that

                             might be satisfied by an Entrepreneurial 

                             venture.
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What comes first – 
an idea or opportunity?

Sometimes an Entrepreneur will identify a problem, see an opportunity, and then come up with an idea to take advantage of the situation. When the opportunity arrives first and you think of an idea to fill it, it is called …

market-pulled entrepreneurship.
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Market Pulled Entrepreneurship
EXAMPLE



Bull Dog Interactive

Part 2

Part 3







When an Entrepreneur comes up with an idea first and then attempts to find an opportunity for it, it is referred to as… product or service driven entrepreneurship



                                     

Caines Arcade
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Change

Successful Entrepreneurs, as we have learned, are aware of change.

From change comes both ideas and opportunities.

There are two main types of change that an Entrepreneur focuses upon..

	1) Fads 

	2) Trends.
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Fads

Short lived products or services.

Arrive out of nowhere, experience a BOOM in sales and then disappear.

Some fads may reappear years later.

Examples of fads includes:

Fidget Spinners, TY Beanies, Tickle Me Elmo, Fashion, Hair styles
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Trends

A trend is longer lasting than a fad.

Furthermore, a trend impacts society and our lives, where a fad does not. A trend changes the way that we live.

Entrepreneurs will encounter more long term success with trends than fads.
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Reality TV

A reality show is basically unscripted television. It all started with Survivor, Big Brother, and The Amazing Race. 
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Organic Food

Organic agriculture is an example of a worldwide growth industry that agricultural producers are responding to. It can be a profitable, sustainable business for those producers interested in going through the certification process necessary to enter this market.

Organics have grown at a rate of nearly 20 percent per year for the last seven years, and industry experts are forecasting continued growth. 

One study, undertaken by the Organic Trade Association, they forecasted that overall, the everyday use of organic products of all kinds will be both accepted and routine by the year 2025 
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Alternative Fuels

In the year 2000, there were about eight million vehicles around the world that ran on alternative fuels, indicating an sustainability.

The major environmental concern, according to an IPCC report, is that "Most of the observed increase in globally averaged temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in greenhouse gas concentrations"
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Turning Trends into Opportunities

When you spot what appears to be a trend, you have to ask yourself:

What caused this trend to start?

How long will it probably last?

What effects will it probably have?

What product or service might fill the needs generated by this trend, or how can I adapt my existing product or service to fit with this trend?





Forecasting Trends

Entrepreneurs do not just wait for trends to happen, but instead attempt to forecast trends. Why? So that they might create ventures that take advantage of them.

 Accurate forecasting depends on your ability to organize data in a way that will help you see patterns.

One of the easiest ways to forecast trends is through “Time Series Forecasting.”
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Time Series Forecasting

With this method, you plot data from the past and present on a graph.

Next, you analyze the trend that you see and make predictions about the future.

With each set of data a trend will emerge (growth trend, stable situation or declining trend) as well as lines for each (linear, curved, irregular, or cyclical).
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GROWTH TREND

Will be indicated by a line on your chart that is increasing or sloping upward over time.  







STABLE SITUATION

Will be indicated by a line that is neither increasing (sloping upward) nor decreasing (sloping downward) over time.
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DECLINING TREND

Will be indicated by a line that is decreasing or sloping downward over time.







LINEAR LINE

Shows a steady rate of increase or decrease.









CURVED LINE

Shows that the rate of increase or decrease is speeding up of slowing down.

19







IRREGULAR LINE

Shows that something both increases and decreases, although you may still see a gradual trend up or down if you follow the pattern of the maximum points







Assignment

For this assignment you will need:

Graph paper

A ruler

A pencil

Information from Statistics Canada
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Invention and Innovation



Video on Creativity by Tim Brown
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What  is the difference between…

 

		Invention and Innovation?



Invention - the creation of something new.

Innovation - a change to something that already exists.



Video

A day made of glass 2
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Innovation…





Lottery Speed Gun

Billboard Drinking Water

Ever Dry Spray



What problem do they want to solve?

How do they solve this problem – product or service?

Who is the target market, what sort of people want this?

How do they make money OR how do they change the world?
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Where can you look to find ideas for 

inventions and/or innovations?





Newspaper - tells you about business trends;   classifieds tell you about local needs and wants.

Magazines - predict and report changes in consumer buying.

Trade Shows - manufacturers and distributors display their newest products and services.

Be Observant - you must be aware of your surroundings. What patterns exist there? What do these patterns tell you about needs and wants?

Internet – searching for new ideas.
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Theories on Creativity

We will be looking at two theories on creativity and ability…



Right vs. Left Brain

Thinking Hat Theory 
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Left Brain vs. Right Brain

The concept of right brain and left brain thinking developed from the research in the late 1960s of an American psycho biologist Roger W Sperry. 

He discovered that the human brain has two very different ways of thinking. 
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Let’s Get Physical…

We certainly do have two hemispheres in our brain, each responsible for different physical abilities. 

Furthermore, physically we are “cross connected” meaning that the right side of our brain controls the left side of our bodies and vice versa.

For example, if a patient has a stroke and is paralyzed on the left side of their body, the stroke has damaged the right side of their brain.
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What About Emotions and Cognitive Ability?

So the “two brains” have different physical responsibilities. 

They also have different emotional and cognitive responsibilities.

According to Roger W Sperry’s theory, every person is dominantly right or left brained when it comes to emotional and cognitive functions.
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Is the dancer moving in a clockwise (toward the right) or counterclockwise (to the left) motion?
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If you see the dancer moving clockwise, then you use more of the right side of your  brain and vice versa. 

Most of us would see the dancer turning counter-clockwise, though you can try to focus and change the direction; see if you can do it. 
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Left Brain Dominance Functions



uses logic 

detail oriented

facts “rule” 

words and language

math and science 

“knowing” 

prefer multiple choice tests



order/pattern

awareness 

object names 

reality based

forms strategies 

practical  and safe

controls feelings 
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Right Brain Dominance Functions



uses feeling

"big picture“ oriented

imagination rules – 

symbols and images

appreciates 
spatial perception

Prefers open-ended questions







fantasy 

presents possibilities

Impulsive, spontaneous 

risk taking

creativity, likes drawing

free with feelings
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Right and Left Brain and Business

The key ingredient for Invention and Innovation is creativity.

Creativity is a trait of Right Brain dominance, so, right brain thinkers might be naturally more successful as Inventors and/or innovators.

Does that mean that Left Brain thinkers cannot be inventors or innovators? NO!

There are ways to strengthen your right brain, including: doing brain teasers, taking a creative class (art, etc.), brainstorm, be open to big ideas, listen to others, etc.
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The Thinking Hat Theory

Have you ever heard the saying, “put on your thinking hat?”

Well, this theory believes that there are 6 such “thinking hats,” or, 6 ways of thinking.

Chart
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Edward de Bono

Edward de Bono  is regarded by many to be the leading authority in the world in the field of creative thinking

He is the originator of lateral thinking 

Generating ideas by being flexible and creative.

The Hats represent six thinking strategies, and if understood and applied, people could be more productive in meetings and in collaborating within groups and teams by deliberately using the approaches 
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                    Brains and Hats	
 Which hats do you think match each brain?

Red – critical thinking

Yellow – creative thinking

White – positive thinking

Black – factual thinking

Green – leadership/managment

Blue – emotional thinking
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20

SUBSTITUTE - other materials, ingredients

COMBINE - blend, purposes or ideas

ADAPT - change one or more characteristics

MODIFY/MINIFY/MAGNIFY - try a new twist, change, add, improve, exaggerate, reduce

PUT TO OTHER USES - use in other situations, settings, markets

ELIMINATE - take away a feature, ingredient

REVERSE - think of opposites, different roles, look at it upside down, turn it backwards



SCAMPER

A tool that can be used to direct creative brainstorming
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Ethics, Attitudes & Behaviours 





Ethics

As a group, write down key words that you associate with ethics. What do you think it means?



Share with the class.





LG 2.1: Ethics

Standards of moral behaviour. In other words, behaviour that is accepted by society as right versus wrong.











Your Definition…

What is ethics? 





Ethics and Legality

As a group, think of what the difference between ethics and law is.





LG 2.1: Ethics and Legality Are Two Different Things





How should people treat others?





What responsibility should they feel to others?





Ethics















Laws we have written to protect ourselves from fraud, theft & violence





Legality











Brainstorm

Write down three ethical values that are inherently right;



And three that are inherently wrong– but not illegal! 





LG 2.1 Ethical Standards Are Fundamental

Moral Values – Right

Integrity

Respect for human life

Self-control

Honesty

Courage and

Self-Sacrifice



Moral Values - Wrong

Cheating

Cowardice

Cruelty







LG 2.2 Ethical Dilemma

Situations where there is no desirable alternative.



You must choose between equally unsatisfactory alternatives.



EXAMPLE:

	You haven’t studied for a test, if you cheat you can pass. If you don’t cheat you will fail.







Ethical Dilemmas

As a group, think of three ethical dilemmas that you could find yourself in as an entrepreneur.



Share with the class.





LG 2.2 Ethical Dilemma

Situations where there is no desirable alternative.



You must choose between equally unsatisfactory alternatives.



EXAMPLE:

	You haven’t studied for a test, if you cheat you can pass. If you don’t cheat you will fail.







Quick Question

What is an ethical dilemma?





Ethical Dilemmas

Step 1:	

	As a group, think of three ethical dilemmas that you could find yourself in as an entrepreneur.



Step 2:

	Save what you come up with in your Backpack.



Step 3: 

	You’ll find out in a minute!









LG 2.2: Ethical Dilemma Questions

Is it legal?

Is it balanced?

How will it make you feel about yourself?









Ethical Dilemma

Is it legal?

Am I violating any law or company policy?

Whether you are thinking about:

having a drink and then driving home

gathering marketing intelligence or

hiring or firing employees

It is necessary to think about the legal implications of what you do.

This question is the most basic one in behaving ethically in business.







Ethical Dilemma Questions

Is it balanced?

The Golden Rule

Will I win everything at the expense of another party?

Win-lose situations often end up as lose-lose situations.









Ethical Dilemma Questions

How will it make me feel about myself?

Would I feel proud if my family or friends learned of my decision?

Would I be able to discuss the proposed situation or action with my immediate supervisor?  The company’s clients?

How would I feel if my decision were announced on the news?

Will I have to hide my actions?

Am I feeling unusually nervous?







Ethical Dilemmas

Step 1:	

	As a group, think of three ethical dilemmas that you could find yourself in as an entrepreneur.



Step 2:

	Record these in your scribler



Step 3: 

	Apply the three ethical dilemma questions to each of your dilemmas to resolve them.



WE’LL DO AN EXAMPLE TOGETHER.
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Exploring 
New Brunswick Business Ideas

Entrepreneurship 110









Made in New Brunswick Success…

think of as many successful

made-in-NB businesses 

as you can?





We’re more than...













LG 4.1 Shipping/Port









LG 4.2: Agri-Food









NB’s Major Crops

























LG 4.3 Information Technology









Radian6

Monthly fee – companies sign up and can track and analyze with everything that is said about them on social media cites.



Got their first client in January, 2008



Now – has 1500 clients including: Dell, Microsoft, Pepsi and Kodak



Head office in Fredericton









Started by...

Two guys from NB got a loan from The NB Innovation Foundation in 2006 for $50,000

Chris Newton, Miramichi

Chris Ramsey



Newton and Ramsey sold the company for $326 million to a San Francisco tech company





http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/09/business/media/09adco.html 







Gogii Games…







http://www.gogiigames.com/about/





OPPORTUNITIES NB…



https://onbcanada.ca/about-us/our-results/





LG 4.4 Life Science Sector









LG 4.5 Flight Simulation









LG 4.6: Forestry
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WHAT BUGS ME?

In a word document answer the following question in each of the categories below:



What are the things in life that frustrate, annoy, irritate, worry or bother you?



Your home:  examples- brother noise / space disrespect



School:  examples- Slow walkers / people blocking / selfish public conduct 



City: 



Province:



Canada:



Planet Earth:





WHAT BUGS ME PART TWO

From you list of things that bug you, choose at least one problem....the one that bugs you the most and complete the following:

Causes: 



Negative Effects: 



Possible Solutions:



At least 1 business idea from the solutions:
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The Business Model Canvas


Revenue Streams


Customer SegmentsUnique Value PropositionsSolution


Problem


Cost Structure


Unfair Advantage


Designed by: Date: Version:Designed for:


ChannelsKey Metrics


Top 3 problems


Top 3 features


Key activities you measure


Single, clean, compelling message that 
states why you are di�erent and worth 
buying


Can’t be easily copied or bought


For what value are our customers really 
willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream 
contribute to overall revenues?


What are the most important costs inher-
ent in our business model?
Which key resources are most expensive?
Which key activities are most expensive?


- Issues being solved
- Painpoint
- Target Market opportunity


- Overall way of solving the problem
- Main features of the product/service
- Sense of how the business operates


- What you need to measure to know 
you’re doing a good job
- ex: # of customers or GPS coordinates


- How you help solve the problem
- Clean message to customers
- Why you’re unique in your solution


- Di�erences no one else o�ers
- Uniqe innovation no one else has
- Defensible market position
- Ex: First to market, key partners, bar-
riers to entry 


- All the groups within market that 
could buy from you
- Ex: uni students 18-25, car owners, 
those in southside or hanwell regions, 
those with iPhones


- Ex: selling product/service, membership, license IP, 
microtransactions


- Ex: Wages, permits, insurance, software development, 
print marketing, o�ce costs, (heat, rent, internet)


Path to customers


Target customers


Ash Maurya’s lean canvas adaptation of the original google draw template by scrumology.net based on the work of Alexander Ostenwalde = Lucas Cervea 
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Name:___________ Business Model Canvas  (1 Pg Business Plan) Business Name:_____________________


PROBLEM SOLUTION TO WHY WILL OUR IDEA CUSTOMER WHO ARE OUR CUSTOMERS


BEING SOLVED PROBLEM WORK / BE SPECIAL RELATIONSHIPS & FEELINGS (Demographics)


RESOURCES (STUFF) & WHAT WILL CUSTOMERS 


SUPPORT (PLACES TO HELP) HAVE THAT THEY DON'T NOW


HOW WILL WE REACH OUR CUSTOMERS? HOW DO WE MARKET TO CUSTOMERS?


HOW WILL WE MAKE MONEY (& HOW MUCH)WHAT WILL WE NEED TO SPEND MONEY ON?  (Expenses)


AND WHAT WILL BE OUR DEFINITION OF SUCCESS? (Numbers required)
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YOUTH 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
CHALLENGE The ultimate application guide!


Chose your language 
preference. 


www.entrepreneurshipnb.ca 


Click on CHALLENGE.


From the 
three 
category 
descriptions, 
choose the 
one that best 
fits your 
business or 
idea. 


1 
Scroll to the 
“Categories” 
section and 
click the 
apply button 
for the 
category 
that best fits 
your 
business or 
idea. 


Start the application by telling us your team 
name and details about your team captain. If your team


captain is under
18, you’ll need to
record the name


of an advisor over
the age of 18 who
will be responsible


for the team.  


We’ll also need to
know their email
and phone
number. 


Click Yes to chose 
your school district 
from our drop- 
down menu and 
then record your 
school name. 


Applying from outside of school? 
Then click No to record the city 
or town your team is based in. 


A blank Lean
Canvas can be
found on our


CREATE 
website page. 


Then, tell us more about your business 
or idea with a short write up! 


You can chose to drag and drop your Lean 
Canvas, or click in the space provided, and 
add your document that way. 


If there are any 
other documents 
you'd like to 
submit with your 
application, chose 
them here.


Once you've finished your application 
and have re-read your submission, it’s 
time for you to click submit. 


support@entrepreneurshipnb.ca 


Application deadline: February 23rd, 2018


Visit our website


2 Your team


3 Location details


4 Dive deeper


5 Lean Canvas


6 Review & submit!


1. Team Name 


Ryan's Lawn Care 


2. Captain Name 


a. First Name 


Ryan 


b. Last Name 


Howe


Let us take care 
of the rest! 
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Business Plan Task: Value & Mission Statements



INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer each of the following in either Word or Google Docs.  Make sure to write in sentences with proper grammar/spelling.  

PRINT EACH SEPERATELY AND INCLUDE IN YOUR BUSINESS PLAN BINDER



[bookmark: _GoBack]Value Statement (Can be done together…if working with a partner)

1-3 sentences… a simple explanation that is focused and brief.  

· What is your business? 

· What is special about it, powerful or unique?

· Why are you creating this business or service? 

· What is your audience?  

· What is the problem that you are trying to solve or the solution that you are trying to come up with?

Personal Mission Statement (Must be done individually…put name in title)

A longer (paragraph) to one page that tells the story of how and why you became passionate about this idea.  Helps the audience get to know you and care about your casual idea.
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